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the EM Algorithm for IRT Model Estimation
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Meichu Fan



Abstract

It has been previously shown that the Bock-Aitkin procedure is an instance of the EM algo-

rithm when trying to find the marginal maximum likelihood estimate for a discrete latent ability

variable (latent trait). In this paper, it is shown that the Bock-Aitkin procedure is a numerical

implementation of the EM algorithm for a continuous latent ability variable using numerical

quadrature. Further, the relationship between the EM algorithm, marginal maximum likelihood

estimation, and the Bock-Aitkin procedure is described for both the discrete and continuous

cases, Some issues concerning the use of the Bock-Aitkin procedure and the EM algorithm are

addressed.
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The Relationship Between the Bock-Aitkin Procedure and
the EM Algorithm for IRT Model Estimation

Bock and Aitkin (1981) described a procedure to solve marginal maximum likelihood

(MML) estimation. It can be shown the Bock-Aitkin procedure is an EM algorithm, which was

formulated by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977). Along with the introduction of the software

BILOG (Mislevy & Bock, 1993), the Bock-Aitkin procedure and the EM algorithm have become

popular item parameter estimation approaches. For example, researchers have developed meth-

ods for using the Bock-Aitkin procedure under a variety of item response theory (IRT) models

(Bock, Gibbons, & Muraki,1988; Mislevy & Bock, 1985; Muraki, 1992; Muraki & Carlson,

1995; Thissen, 1982). Other researchers have also developed procedures for using the EM algo-

rithm for parameter estimation in IRT (Rigdon & Tsutakawa, 1983; Tsutakawa, 1984, 1985).

However, in their paper Bock and Aitkin (1981) did not show how their procedure is an

instance of the EM algorithm, although they mentioned that the procedure "is closely related to

the EM algorithm" (p.444) but "not the same as the general EM algorithm" (p.448; also quoted

in Lewis, 1985, p.206). Lewis (1985) gave insightful comments and sketched a proof of the

relationship between the EM algorithm and the Bock-Aitkin procedure with a general discrete

distribution of 0-ability (conventionally, 0 denotes the ability or latent trait. In this paper, the dis-

cussion includes multiple abilities. The 0 distribution is referred to as unidimensional or multidi-

mensional by context). Harwell, Baker, and Zwarts (1988) provided a mathematical background

for MML estimation and the Bock-Aitkin procedure, and demonstrated the procedure under the

assumption of a discrete 0 distribution. Rigdon and Tsutakawa (1983) and Tsutakawa (1984,
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1985) showed how to use the EM algorithm to find MML estimates of the IRT model parameters

(The term EM/MMLE will be referred to as the EM algorithm for MML estimation). Woodruff

and Hanson (1996) described the EM algorithm for maximum likelihood (ML) parameter esti-

mation for finite mixtures (i.e., when 0 is discrete). They then related the Bock-Aitkin procedure

to theirs.

In spite of the various discussions relating to the Bock-Aitkin procedure and the EM

algorithm, it still seems that the underlying mechanics of these two algorithms and their rela-

tionship are not well-understood. This understanding can clarify some issues. For example, is

the underlying 0 scale discrete or continuous when the Bock-Aitkin procedure is used? Bock

and Aitkin (1981) heuristically described two approaches regarding the use of 0 to implement

their procedure. One approach uses Gauss-Hermite quadrature to compute the integral needed

when 8 has the normal distribution (here called BA1). Another uses a discrete distribution (here

referred as discrete representation) to approximate a specified 0 (continuous) distribution with a

finite number of prespecified and equally spaced points (here called BA2). No integral is eval-

uated. The BA2 procedure is extended to the case where the 0 distribution is unspecified and

is estimated based on a discrete representation (Mislevy & Bock, 1985, here called BAM). In

some literature (e.g., Mislevy & Stocking, 1989, p.61), the discrete points and probabilities ofa

discrete representation are labeled as the quadrature points and weights, although the approaches

differfor example, the quadrature points in Gauss-Hermite quadrature are not equally spaced.

To date, the Bock-Aitkin procedure has only been shown to be an instance of the EM algorithm

by using a discrete representation, or in fact, by assuming that 0 is discrete with a finite number
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3

of predetermined values (Harwell et al., 1988: Lewis, 1985; Woodruff & Hanson, 1996). For

example, Mislevy and Stocking (1989) stated that the steps of the Bock-Aitkin procedure are

"exactly the steps of the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977), in the special case

of missing multinomial indicators' because 6s are limited to a finite number of values" (p.61).

Then, because the EM algorithm can give MML estimates (Tsutakawa, 1985; also will be de-

scribed later), we know that the estimates obtained from the Bock-Aitkin procedure are MML

estimates (although it is not guaranteed in general). However, when the resulting item parame-

ter estimates are applied to the estimation of 0, the 0 scale is usually assumed to be continuous

rather than discrete. Moreover, this can not justify how the procedure in which Bock (1995) used

constant 243-point fractional quadrature for any number of multiple abilities can give MML esti-

mates (the method of adaptive quadrature is also used by Bock & Schilling, 1997, cited in Bock,

1997), unless like using Gauss-Hermit quadrature the nodes and weights of fractional quadrature

are treated as a discrete representation, but not elements for numerical integration (which means,

however, a three-point discrete distributionor a three-point histogrammay be used to approxi-

mate a normal distribution). Strictly speaking, we may say that the BA1 procedure in which the

standard normal distribution of ability is assumed has not yet been shown as an implementation

of MML estimation. As will be shown below, from a theoretical view of point the Bock-Aitkin

procedure is a reformulation (or an instance) of EM/MMLE with a continuous or discrete 0 dis-

tribution (note that the EM algorithm can be applied for a more general 0 distribution). BA],

BA2, and BAM are the implementation versions of EM/MMLE for a continuous 0 distribution.

The use of fractional quadrature in the Bock-Aitkin procedure can be justified. If 0 is discrete,



4

then BAM is the same as EM/MMLE.

Moreover, from an EM algorithm perspective, the Bock-Aitkin procedure can naturally

include estimation of the 0-distribution parameters as well as item parameters, as BAM does.

Note that this simultaneous estimation is not joint ML (JML) estimation in which, for example,

individual examinee 0 values (instead of 0-distribution parameters) are estimated. One feature of

the Bock-Aitkin procedure is that it reduces some computation load of the EM algorithm. How-

ever, the Bock-Aitkin procedure, being an EM algorithm and hence inheriting the algorithm's

statistical properties, may not converge to the MML estimate.

Therefore, different from earlier work restricted to the case of discrete 0, in this paper

the relationship between both algorithms is described with a general 0 distribution, although a

continuous scale is emphasized. A parametric distribution of 0 is assumed; that is, the (underly-

ing) 0 distribution is specified in which the distribution parameters are either known or unknown.

BAM assumes a nonparametric/unspecified 0 distribution, then the procedure is for semiparamet-

ric IRT models where the item response function (IRF) is specified but the 0 distribution not (see

Holland 1990; if both are not specified, then it is a nonparametric IRT model), and is beyond the

scope of this paper. On the other hand, both BA2 and BAM use a discrete representation, so the 0

distribution is considered being discrete, at least, for MML estimation. It is because in the course

of MML estimation, a discrete distribution is actually used, although it is an approximation of a

continuous distribution (B. Hanson, personal communication, December 8, 1997).

First, the MML estimation and the Bock-Aitkin procedure are described. Next, the EM

algorithm is introduced and its application to IRT settings is given. Then, the relationship be-
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5

tween the EM algorithm and the Bock-Aitkin procedure is described both when 0 is discrete

and continuous. Finally, some issues regarding the use of the EM algorithm and Bock-Aitkin

procedure are discussed.

Marginal Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Consider dichotomously scored items (binary items; i.e., an answer to the item is classi-

fied into one of two score categories; the category of interest is labeled "correct", and "incorrect"

otherwise). The arguments developed in this paper can be applied to polytomous items when

each score category is treated as a "binary item" (see Muraki, 1992; Muraki & Carlson, 1995).

Using conventional terminology, an item response refers to an item score. Let the random vari-

able U denote the item score which takes on 1, if the answer is correct, and 0 otherwise. A test T

of k given and fixed binary items administered to a population C of examinees is characterized by

the random vector U which is the response pattern (or response vector), U = (U1, U2, , U a,

where the prime (') represents the matrix transpose. Note that as defined by Holland (1990), a

test is "a specific set of questions with specific directions, given under standardized conditions of

timing, item presentation, and so forth. If any of these elements change, the resulting test is dif-

ferent from T" (pp.577-578). The examinee is characterized (or assigned) by the m-component

random vector 0 = (81, 82, , 0.,n)' , where each Oh, denotes an ability (or latent trait) mea-

sured by the test T, and m is the number of dimensions of the complete latent space (of 0),

1 < m < k. The complete latent space refers to the minimum dimensionality necessary for local

independence (for the test T) to holdthat is, U1,U2, , and Uk are stochastically conditionally

11
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independent, given that e has the value 0. The assumption of local independence is sometimes

referred to as the principle of local independence in the literature. Theoretically the 0 scale can

be any type, although a continuous one is of main interest here.

An IRF is used to define an IRT model (latent trait model). The IRF for an item with

respect to T and O (i.e., an item's IRF may vary for different test or examinee population) is

specified as the conditional probability of a correct response to the item, given 0:

Pr(U = 110 = B, 0) Pro(U = 1 = (1)

on the m-dimensional complete latent space, where 0 is the vector of item parameters.

Given 0, the probability function of U can be expressed as

Pr(U = ule = 0,0) = Pr(U = lie = 9, ou (1 Pr(U = e, 0))1-u, (2)

for u = 0' and 1; zero elsewhere. By local independence, the conditional probability of U of k

items, given 0, is

Pr (LI = ale = (k) = H Pr (Ui ui 0i) , (3)

where cp = (0, 02, , clk) is the item parameter matrix for the test T, where the components

of the vector 0i for item i depend on the particular model.

Note that the IRF is called the item characteristic curve (ICC) or trace line, when in =

1. For a polytomous item, the IRF is the probability of a score category, given O = B. Note

that as Cressie and Holland (1983) pointed out, because the abilities are not directly observable,

an alternative, way that an IRT model can be characterized is by using manifest probabilities,

12
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the proportions of examinees in a given population who obtain particular response patterns,

Pr(U = u) (also see Holland, 1981, 1990). This characterization also involves the specifica-

tion of the 0 distribution in addition to the IRF and explicitly expresses the assumption of local

independence. Adams, Wilson, and Wu (1997) regarded this characterization as a structural

measurement model, called a two-level nonlinear hierarchical item response model in which the

specification of an IRF is still referred to as a conditional item response model and the specifica-

tion of the 0 distribution referred to as a population model. The manifest probabilities constitute

the likelihood for MML estimation (see Equation 8). The first word "marginal" in the term MML

can be dropped when this characterization is used (see Holland, 1990).

Consider a random sample of n examinees from the population C. Let

Unxk = (Up U27. ,EnY

be the response data (item score) matrix, consisting of response patterns Uj

Ui2, Uja , where Uji denotes the item score of examinee j on item i. The n x m

ability matrix of n randomly selected examinees is

For simplicity, let

0=
U11v/11 elin

en1 enm

pi(M Pr(Uji = 110i = p_i, (pi) (4)

The conditional probability that an n x k response data matrix u on a test will be produced by a

13
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group of n examinees with Oi who respond independently is

n

Pr(U =ILK) = e, q) Pr(Li =ki,q)
j:=1

n k

flPi(9i)uji (1 ))1 (5)
=1z =1

If the values of 01, 02, , and On of the n particular examinees are of interest, that is, this

group is the target population C, then 0 in the conditional probability of Equation 5 is regarded

as a nonstochastic matrix of incidental (or person) parameters that can be estimated along with

item parameters by observing the data matrix u, since 0 is unknown but fixed.

Both item and person parameters can be estimated using ML estimation. The likelihood

function is the conditionally joint probability of Equation 5, that is,

4)1u) = Pr(U = ule = 9, 95).

A set of ML estimates (MLEs) for 4 and 0 is obtained by simultaneously solving the

likelihood equations which are

where 0, is an element of 4) , and

a in L(0, Ou) 0

acbz

a in L(01 4)1u)

aoji

where Oit is an element of 0 (there are n x m equations). Because the system of likelihoodequa-

tions is nonlinear, an iterative procedure is needed, for example, the Newton-Raphson method.

14
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However, there are some problems for this simultaneous estimation. For instance, it is imprac-

tical to compute the inverse of the Hessian matrix of second derivatives needed in the Newton-

Raphson method, when n (the number of examinees) is large.

Bock and Lieberman (1970) proposed a procedure, called MML estimation (Bock &

Aitkin, 1981), to estimate item parameters for the normal ogive model. Using the estimated item

parameters, the ability level of each examinee can then be estimated/predicted by, for example,

the conditional probability of Equation 3 or the conditional distribution of 0 given an observed

response pattern u (see Holland, 1990). In the terminology used in linear models, MML esti-

mation gives mixed-effect solutions by treating fixed but 0 random (Bock & Aitkin, 1981;

Rigdon & Tsutakawa, 1983).

In Bock and Lieberman's paper the 0 distribution is fixed to the standard normal distri-

bution N(0,1), hence no distribution parameter needs to be estimated. Bock (1997) stated that

"Although this integral [i.e., Equation 6 below] includes the density function of the latent pro-

ficiency[ /ability] distribution, the location and scale of that distribution may be absorbed in the

item parameters and arbitrarily set to conventional values such as 0 and 1. Thus, if the latent

distribution is indexed only by location and scale parameters, as is the normal distribution, it is

fully specified and does not increase the number of parameters to be estimated" (p.27). However,

Bock (1997) mentioned that one of the requirements of practical testing programs is to estimate

the 0 distribution jointly with the item parameters (p.27); or, "one of the strengths of IRT, com-

pared to classical test theory, is that it provides estimation of the proficiency latent distribution

that is largely invariant with respect to test length and item characteristics" (p.29). In fact, in

15
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addition to item parameters, MML estimation as presented here naturally includes estimation of

the 0-distribution parameters for those IRT models such as the one-parameter Rasch model and

a model with a discrete 0 scale. Bock (1997) pointed out the condition for this simultaneous

estimation of both item parameters and 0-distribution parameters.

For a random sample of n examinees from a population C, let el, 62, , and On, de-

note examinees' abilities that are independent and identically distributed with the density func-

tion, g(010), belonging to a family indexed by the vector of the distribution parameters 0. The

distribution is usually assumed to be fixed as normal N(0.1) for the unidimensional case, then fi

is known. One possible formulation of the (marginal) probability function of the response pattern

u is

Pro, 0(1/ = = Pr(LL = al4), 0) = f f 04), 0) dB_

= f Pr(U = B, 0)9(910) d9. (6)

As mentioned above, Pr(U = ulq5, 13) is the manifest probability that Cressie and Hol-

land (1983) and Holland (1981, 1990) used to characterize an IRT model. Moreover, the

MML estimation procedure described here can be extended for other possible formulations

of Pr(U = u) which may have different or additional types of model parameters, as long as

these parameters can be attributed as item parameters or 0-distribution parameters; for example,

Adams, Wilson, and Wu (1997) introduced examinee demographic variables into the 0 distribu-

tion.

For k items, there are 2k possible response patterns. The n randomly selected examinees

16
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will give n (not necessarily distinct) observed response patterns. Let uw denote the distinct

response patterns that appear in a test, w = 1, 2, ... , s and s < min {n, 2' }. Let rw denote the

number of examinees whose response pattern is uw such that Ews =1 rw = n.

Note that if 8 is discrete with q possible values xi, l = 1, . , q, then the 0-distribution

parameters are .q probabilities fivassociated with the values of xi, where

Ot = 9(41/30 = = 410/),

and Et = 1 and Equation 6 becomes

Pr(U = al4 ,i3) = f(a,414),i3)
1=1

q

= Pr(U = = xt, 4)) =
1=1

= E prw_ =1110_ = xt, 4)),31,
i=i

(7)

where N = (01, 02,

For (marginal) ML estimation of parameters 4) and /3, the (marginal) likelihood function

is the probability of observing a response data matrix u which is, for {ri, r2, , 7-8} being

multinomially distributed,

n!
L = Pr(U = u14), )3) = ft [Pr(U = Lzw14), 13)]r w .

Ilw=1 r tv! w=1

The log-likelihood is, up to a constant factor independent of 4) and /3,

In L = E rw ln Pr(U = 0).

17
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The MML estimates (MMLEs) are obtained by solving the likelihood equations,

In L
= 0,

and

aOit

ainL =0'

(10)

where Oit denotes an element of the item parameter matrix 4 , and an element of the 0-

distribution parameter vector )3.

The first derivatives of In L with respect to an item parameter and a 9- distribution param-

eter are, respectively,

and

a In L rw a Pr(U = 10, 0)
aoit wL-a=1 Pr(U =aw14),fi) &bit

w=1

rw Pr(U = (1,4))010) uwi- pi(2) api((l)
(12)Pr(U = uw10, 0) [pi (9_) (1 (62)) aOit

ahil, rw a Pr(U = 10, ,3)

)3,, Pr(U ati,10,0) ao,

rw Pr(U = = 4;')g AO) a In g(Bli3)
= dO , (13)

w =1 Pr(U = awlo, 0) ao,

where pi(6) = Pr(Ui = 110 = 9, oi), and in Equation 12,

a Pr(U = 2ttolcb,i)

&bit

a f Pr(U = uw l Q = B, (k)g((1),8) de

aOit

18



also,

13

g(9_10)a
Fr(U = LAti, 18 =

4)) dO
aOit

ln Pr(U Ltu,18 = (1o)
dO,= f (liO)Pr W_ = uwie = 4))

acbit

ainpr(U =u,,Q=t2,0) ash =,[u.h in ph0 + (1 uwo ln(1 Ph())]
aoit aoit

uwi 0702)
+

1 uwi .9(1 pi (2))

Pi ((I) aoit 1 (ti) &bit

and in Equation 13,

(14)

uwi pi (k) api(2)
Pi (9-) (1 pi( )) aoit

(15)

a Pr(U = 21,14), 0) a f Pr(Li_ = au,12 = 4))9(9_113) de_

aoi, a,3,

= f Pr(U = 61e 4)
aao0)

de

= f Pr(U = uI0 = 9_, 00 alng(21 /3)
110) (16)

Tsutakawa (1984, 1985) compared Equations 12 (MML estimation) with 40 (EM algo-

rithm) using the two-parameter logistic model.

For the (unidimensional) two-parameter normal ogive model and the standard normal

distribution of 8, Bock and Lieberman (1970) suggested using the Newton-Raphson method

and Gauss-Hermite quadrature to solve the likelihood equations given in Equation 10. That is,

Equation 12 (in which 8 is replaced by O and the known /3 is dropped), is approximated as

alnL
;---

s rtopr(u= 11,1e = xi, 4)A(xi) [ uwi pi(xi) 1 api(x()EEa r it /=1 ID=1 = lt/D 14)) Lpi(xi)(1 pi (xi)) aoit

19

(17)
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where {x1: / = 1, . . . , q} are tabled nodes on the 9 scale and {A(931)} are associated weights in

the Gauss-Hermite quadrature with appropriate transformation (see Bock & Lieberman, 1970),

and

PW .3.1,14)) = = u,18 = xi, 0)A(x/).
1.1

They obtained stable estimates of item parameters for five items. However, "computational dif-

ficulties limit the approach to not more than 10 or 12 items (Bock & Lieberman, 1970, p.180)."

The computational demand arises through the need, in each iteration, for the inverse of a 2k x 2k

information matrix. Moreover, each element of the information matrix is the sum of 2k terms,

regardless of the value of s. And, each of 2k terms involves evaluation of the integration.

Because of these problems, Bock and Aitkin (1981) reformulated Equation 17 and pre-

sented a procedure (called the Bock-Aitkin procedure in this paper) of the EM-algorithm type.

Harwell et al. (1988) stated that this reformulation "produces consistent item parameter esti-

mates" (p.254). (Note that Mislevy and Stocking (1989, p.59) stated that the MML approach

"yields consistent estimates of item parameters", conditional on the veracity of the IRT model.)

Moreover, Bock and Aitkin (1981, p.444) mentioned that by this reformulation, "a computation-

ally feasible solution is possible for both small and large numbers of items," and freed "from

arbitrary assumptions about the distribution of ability in the population effectively sampled."

Bock-Aitkin Procedure

In the Bock-Aitkin procedure (Bock & Aitkin, 1981), the 0 distribution is fixed at each

estimation iteration. (Mislevy and Bock (1985) extended the procedure so that the distribution

s- 20
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may vary for each iteration.) Assume that 0 has the standard multivariate normal density g(0),

then the distribution parameters are known, and Equation 7 becomes

In L = E r In Pral (18)
w =1

where Pr(l = u_10) = f Pr(II = uwl0 = 9_, cP)g(B) c19. The approximation in Equation 17

of the first derivative of In L with respect to an item parameter is reformulated, in terms of the

m x 1 vector 0, as

a In L 9 rtt

&bit F=.1 p2(1_1)(1 73,41)) aOit
(19)

where m-dimensional Gauss-Hermite quadrature with appropriate transformation (see Bock

& Aitkin, 1981; Bock & Lieberman, 1970) is employed to evaluate the integral (note that

by using the standard multivariate normal distribution, the abilities are assumed independent),

{x_i = (x11, x12, . . . , xtin)' : 1 = 1, . . . , q} , are quadrature nodes on the m-dimensional space, and

{A (It) = A(x11)A(x12) A(xim)} are the associated weights, and

r Pr(t_l u10 0)A(4)
Tit = E

w=i = u.10)

r. Pr(E = _u_10 = xL, OM (1.1)u.i
rli -=

w=1. 15 (II = uwl )

(20)

(21)

/3(U Lt10) = Pr(U = a10 = cp)A(4). (22)
t=i

A Bock-Aitkin procedure (the BA1 procedure) can then be briefly described as follows:

1. Using provisional values of item parameters and pre-specified nodes, compute

/3(U = z.c I (/)) for response pattern w, w = 1, 2, ... , s.

21
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2. (E-step) Compute TN and rti for each item i and each node 1.

3. (M-step) Obtain the item parameter estimates by solving the system of likelihood equations

for all item parameters via Equation 19, where Tr,/ and Yu are treated as constants.

4. Go back to step 1 unless the convergence criterion is reached.

A comparison between the second line of Equation 13 and the second line of Equation

12 leads to an extension of the Bock-Aitkin procedure where the 0-distribution parameters can

be estimated along with item parameter estimation. Note that Bock and Aitkin (1981) gave

heuristic meanings of Tit and by treating the quadrature points and weights {xi, A (xi)} as

a discrete distribution approximation to the standard normal distribution (because E A(;) = 1,

A (xi) can be interpreted as the probability at point xi). However, the meanings will be obvious

from an EM algorithm perspective discussed later. Bock and Aitkin also proposed to use a

discrete distribution (or discrete representation) on a finite number of equally spaced points to

approximate a continuous distribution of ability which has finite mean and variance (also see

Mislevy & Bock, 1985, 1993). Bock and Aitkin (1981, pp.449-450) described a process using

this discrete approximation which can give a nonparametric estimate of the continuous (normal

or any other) distribution of ability. It should be noted that this approximation is not for numerical

quadrature to compute the integral, although the discrete points and probabilities are labeled as

quadrature points and weights in some literature. In this paper, this discrete representation is

treated as if the underlying 0 distribution is discrete in item parameter estimation.

22
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EM Algorithm

The name EM refers to the two steps of the algorithm: the expectation (E) step and the

maximization (M) step. The EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) is a general iterative process

of ML estimation for incomplete data. The complete data contains two parts: one is incomplete

data, and another can be referred to as missing data that can be missing values, unobservable

data, or parameters.

Suppose there is a model for the complete data Y, with an associated probability or

density function f (Op) where co is the set of unknown parameters to be estimated. Let Yobs

represent the observed part of Y, and Ymis denote the missing part. The complete data is given

as Y= (Yobs' Ymis) The EM algorithm finds the MLE, 43mLE, of co that maximizes the

likelihood function based on the observed data Yobs which is

L(c PIYobs) = f(Yobsl(P) = f f(Y1w)dymis (23)

However, the EM algorithm uses the complete data likelihood f (y1 yo) instead of f (YobsIV).

When the complete data density (or probability) function f (Op) has an exponential-

family form, it is easy to implement the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). However, the

"mixed effects" IRT models (i.e., 0 is random but c/) is fixed) generally do not possess the prop-

erties of the exponential families (Ridgon & Tsutakawa, 1983). Then a more general form of the

EM algorithm can be used which is as follows: First, initial values cp(°) are established. Let co(t)

be the estimate of cp at the tth iteration (or referred as an EM cycle). Then the (t+1)th EM cycle

can be expressed in two steps (Dempster et al., 1977):
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E-step: Compute Q((plco(t)) where

Q((01(P(t)) = E[ln f (Y1(P)Ivobs, ((PI = fin f (Op) f (Ymisly obs, (p(t)) dymis,

M-step: Find co(t+1) that maximizes Q(yokp(t)).

(24)

In some cases maximization is hard to attain, then a generalized EM (GEM) algorithm can be

used in which the M-step is to find (p(t+1) such that

Q((p(t+ 1) kp (t)
> Q(tp(t)1 (p(t) (25)

The EM algorithm converges reliably in the sense that each EM cycle increases the like-

lihood L I and if In LOPIY obs) is bounded, then under certain conditions, the sequence(WiYobs)

In L(cp(t)I1Y obs) converges to a stationary value (i.e., on which the first derivative is zero, but not

necessarily a global/local maximum) of In L (cPIYobs) (see Dempster et al., 1977). However, it

is well known that the EM algorithm is usually slow to converge, the rate of convergence can

be painfully slow if the amount of missing data is large. Moreover, the convergence of the se-

quence In L(cp(t) yobs)

(Wu, 1983).

by the EM or GEM algorithm may not imply the convergence of co(t)

How the EM Algorithm Is Applied in IRT Settings

Consider n examinees for a test of k items. The response data matrix U is the incomplete

data (i.e., Yobs) With the ability matrix 8 as Ymis, Y = (U, 0 ) as in Equation 23 represents

the complete data. Assume that {O1,1, EID2, en} represents a random sample from a distribu-

tion whose density is MO). Under the modeling of Equation 6, and by local independence, the
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joint distribution of Y. (U, 0 ) with parameters y, = (4) , /3) can be expressed as,

f (Op) = f (u, 010, = Pr(U = u10 = 0, 4))g(010)

k n
P (U.. = u..16. = 0.'0-) H 941/2).= 11 11 r 32 _3 3

i=1 j=1 j=1
(26)

Using the EM algorithm (also see Rigdon & Tsutakawa, 1983; Tsutakawa, 1985), the (t+l)th

iteration chooses co(t+1) that maximizes the conditional expectation over 0,

(2((pbe(t))

E[ln f(Y1(p)1Yobs,(00(t)]

E[ln f (u, ®10, 0)1u, OM, OM]

k n
E Epn 4)(t), 0(t)] + E E E[In Pr(Uji = u3i 37 0)1 c6(t)i
i=1 i=1 j=1

k n
E[Ing(1210)14i, (4) 0, + E E E[ln Pr(Ui = ujile, chdluj, OM, 0(t)] (27)

J=1 i=1. J=1

The Equation 26 is used in going from the third to fourth line of Equation 27. In going from line

4 to line 5, the subscript j of 03 can be dropped, because all are e identically distributed. Then,

starting with (1)(°) , the sequence of y)(1) ya(2) , co(3) , is found. If this sequence converges to yo*,

then co* is the maximum likelihood estimate OmLE of co, under regularity conditions. Note that

theoretically the 0 distribution in Equation 27 can be more general, not restricted to the discrete

or continuous type.

The maximization of Equation 27 can be done by maximizing each of its terms, and each
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term only involves one kind of parameter, hence both /3(t+1) and 0(t+1) can be found separately.

Moreover, the maximization of the second term with respect to 0 may be performed for each

0, in the inner summation over j through the usual optimization procedure, for example, the

Newton-Raphson method. That is, ot+i) in (0+1) is chosen to maximize

E E[in Pr(u, = oi)17ti, OM,
o(t)] (28)

with respect to 0; for each item i.

Under regularity conditions, the convergent estimate (to* of the EM algorithm also maxi-

mizes

H Pr(Ui = 2410, /3),
i=i

(29)

that is proportional to the marginal likelihood function (see Equation 8), so cp* is the MMLE

of co. As mentioned in the previous section, it should be noted that convergence of the EM

algorithm is not guaranteed. Even if the EM algorithm converges to the EM estimate co*, the

EM estimate still may not be the MMLE (see Tsutakawa, 1985, and Lewis, 1985, for further

discussion of the convergence of the EM algorithm and the MMLE).

The Relationship Between the Bock-Aitkin Procedure and the EM Algorithm

Discrete 0

The demonstration is from a probit analysis or bioassay solution perspective (Bock &

Aitkin, 1981; Harwell et al., 1988). For a discrete 0, to show the Bock-Aitkin procedure is

an instance of the EM algorithm (R. K. Tsutakawa, personal communication, September 23,
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1993), it is assumed that all possible ability levels are finite, {ei = = x/2, ,

1 = 1, 2, ... , q}, with a known distribution of probabilities 81 = A (xi), 132 = A(x2), , and 8q

= A (x q) with EA = 1. (By observing Equation 27, that is, from an EM algorithm perspective,

the assumption of known probabilities can be relaxed as discussed later, also see Bock & Aitkin,

1981; Mislevy & Bock, 1985; and Woodruff & Hanson, 1996). Examinees are assumed to be

grouped into homogeneous groups, each with a distinct ability level xi, so that the complete data

likelihood function has a form that is similar to Equation 26 where each g (x L) is replaced by

A (xj), that is,

f (u, 010, 13)

Pr(U = u10 = 0, Pr(e = 01/3)

k n

H H Pr(Uji = ujil ej = ej, 0i) 11 A (9_j)
j=1 j =1

k

= H ll PrWi = prwi =-_ lie = Ct, Odri-rii fl 14(4)711
1=1 i=1 1=1

= f (n, r14), 13), (30)

where n = (ni, n2, , N)', ni = ni(0) = E7=11{0 i=x,} denotes the number of examinees

with ability and E9 1
ni = n, and 1{61j=x1} = 1 if examinee j's 0 value is xt, 0 otherwise;

r = {ru}, rti = rii(u, 0) = E7 =i 1-{e;__I1 }n{uji=1} E7=iujil{ oi=4}, denotes the number of

examinees with ability xi who answer item i correctly, and E7_, rti = E7=1 uji. Moreover,

k g

In f (7-1, rig)) = E E [rii + (n1 ii) In(1 pi(11))1} ni In A(x1). (31)
i =11 =1 1.1
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has been dropped in Equation 31, because it is known. For the complete data (i.e., assuming

that the ability of each individual is known), {n, r} is observed. For the incomplete data, because

each randomly selected examinee's ability 0 is unknown, {ni} and {ni} are unobserved.

Using the EM algorithm, given some provisional value of cP(t), we want to find 0(t+1)

which maximizes

Q(01(0)) = E[ln f(u, 010)1u, 4,(t)] = E[In f R10)1u, cbm],

that is, by Equation 31, maximizes

E

[k

E E Rh [ln Pr(Ui = 110 = +
i=1 1=1

(N1 Ru) ln(1 Pr(Ui = 1I0 = xt, 0i))1 u, 4)(1

k q

= /

*;)
In + (n ,(t) *(t).r ) ln(1 pi(xi))]

i=1 1=1

where N and R are random, and

n
n,*(t) = 4(t)1 = E [E 1 {0,=;} lu, 4)(t)1

j=1

t(t)
r ti

= E Pr(e = xtI uj, 4(0) = E rw Pr(e = luw, ow)
w.i

r Pr(U = uw le = (/)(t))A(x.i)=
w =1 Pr(U = )

n
= E[Rii1U, Cto(t)] = E [E ujii{ei=solu, (1)(01

J=1

uji Pr(0j = )
(0, 2, uwir Pr(8 = xi luw, 0(t))

J=1 w=1

t.
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rw Pr(U = uw le = ciP))A(xi)
Pr(U = Rwicto(t))

U w (34)

Pr(U = uw14)(t)) = Pr(U = uwle = xt 4)(t))A(xt) (35)
t=i

In the M-step of the (t + 1)th EM cycle, the maximization of Q(01 4)(t)) with respect to

4) = (4,1, , 4,k) reduces to maximizing the inner summation of Equation 32 for each item i,

separately. For each item, the (complete data) likelihood equations have the form

q *(t) pi II) api (4

/=1 Pi (4) (1 pi ((xi )

)

°'
(36)

where 0,, is an element of Oi. The maximization of the M-step, then, gives Ck(t+1).

For the unidimensional case, comparing Equations 33 with 20, 34 with 21, 35 with 22,

there are, without the superscript (t),

and

Pr(U 11.10) = 15(_[1- Lw10),

rti =

ni* =

Hence, rti can be interpreted as the conditional expected frequency of correct response to item

i at 0 = xi, and Tit as the conditional expected sample size at level xi (see also Bock & Aitkin,

1981). Comparing Equations 19 and 36, a relationship is observed that when the ability values

are finite with known distribution (e.g., if ability levels are assumed to be equal to those nodes in

the Gauss-Hermite quadrature used in Equation 19, and probabilities of ability levels are assumed
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to be equal to the weights associated with nodes), then the Bock-Aitkin procedure (or the BA1

procedure) and the EM algorithm give the same result.

Note that instead of Equation 30, Harwell et al. (1988) showed the relationship using

Pr(N = R = r10, i(3)

= Pr(R = r IN = ck, Pr(E = 4), 0)

g k
nth

(

= I (
11 =1 i =1 \ni

Pr(Ui = = xl 0i)rli(1 Pr(Ui = 116 = 0 WI

{

n!
II A(11)N}

ni rig!

k
= [H H ni! n!

(nt rii)!rii! n1! mg! f r 4), ,8),

which is proportional to f (n, 7.10, 0). The constant of proportionality is positive and does not

depend on model parameters (/) and 0.

Continuous 0

An EM algorithm perspective is taken. Although a continuous 0 scale is used for demon-

stration, it is also true for the discrete case (the integration is changed to the summation). With a

continuous 0 scale, following the EM algorithm, for each item i Equation 28 becomes

24(it) = E E[ln Pr(Ui = uji 0i) lui, 0(t), i3(t)1
i=1

= E f Pr(Ui = ujil = 6, oi)] 0(0, /. 3 ( t ) )

30
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= f E [uji In Pr(U =110 = B (bi) + (1 uji) ln(1 Pr(Ui =110 = 0i))]

-7r(61lui, 4(t), ON) a

= f In Pr(Ui = 11e= 2, 0i) E [ujarodui, 0(t), OW)] dB
j=i

f1 n (1 Pr(Ui = 1i0 =19_, (ki)) > [(1 uji)7(e14i, c)(t)3(t))1 dB
j=i

= f In Pr(Ui = = B, Odri(ii)(t)

+ ln (1 Pr (Ui = 110 = 0, (bi)) (n(0)(t) r,(0)(t)) de, (37)

n

n(9)(t) = > 7(0-1lij) 4)(t), OW)) (38)
j=1

ri(0)(0 E 0(t), 00),
j=1

and the conditional density function 7(01uj, 4)(t), fi(t)) is given by

Pr(l = le= 0,4)(0)010(0)
7r(olui3O(t),0(t)) =

= ujl e = 0, )g (010(t)

f Pr(U = nil() = 0, ck(t))9(01/3(t)) a

In going from line 2 to line 3 of Equation 37, Equation 2 is used.

The first derivative of Aft) with respect to is

a A(it)

a Oiv
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n(00 n(B)(0 Pr(Ui = 110 = e, 0i) a Pr(Ui =110 = 0_, 0,)
z d9. (40)J Pr(Ui = 118 = 0, 0)(1 Pr(Ui = 119 = 8, oi)) aOiv

Let B(t) be the first term of the right hand side of line 5 of Equation 27,

B(t) E E[ln 0(00)17ti, OM, On
j=1

f[in g (e10)7r uj, 95(t), Q(t))] de

= f n,.n g (eI /3))71(0)(t)
de

The first derivative of B(t) with respect to 0, an element of 0, is

ago n(B)(t) a g (OM
d9.

0, g(9_113) acv
(41)

Note that Equation 40 (from the EM algorithm) and Equation 19 (from the Bock-Aitkin proce-

dure) are similar; they are the same, if 8 has the standard multivariate normal distribution and

the rn-dimensional Gauss-Hermite quadrature is used (also compared with Equation 12 in Bock

and Aitkin's 1981 paper).

Moreover, the 0-distribution parameters can be estimated along with item parameters

by simultaneously solving EM-likelihood equations 40 and 41. For example, a Bock-Aitkin

procedure (BAHAF) is described as follows, with the standard multivariate normal distribution

of 8: Using multidimensional Gauss-Hermite quadrature,

n jip(t ) (2)
vs' P(PCOPJ (2)

r (
A(it) L=1, p;

t)
a9m2(0)thil j fe)(6)a0(0)de] g("9-112(t)) We'"

t9Oiv Pi (-60 (1 Pi (is)) aoiv
de

e-e- 4)Pi (Xi) aPi (xi)
t=-1 Pi (4)(1 pi(14)) '9 iv
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aB(t) i=1 f P(i"(2)9(21P(t)) dO] g (43(t) *3)
f [ P(P(g)

010)
dO

a0,

q 77") ag(41,8)

where 7)(1) (0) = Pr(U_ = uj IO = 0, 0(t)), and p2(0) = Pr(Ui = lie = e, oz). As EquationS 20

(43)

and 21,

_(t) = v-ks rw Pr(U = Lwie = xi, 0(0)A (4)
1' 1

w=i .13(U uw IOW)

rw Pr(U = au, le = ¢)(t))A(xi)ui
rta

w=1 15(U = aw14)(0)

13(U = uw14)(0) = Pr(U = uwl0 = 4(°)A(4).
1=1

(44)

(45)

(46)

1. Start with pre-specified nodes and provisional values of item parameters and distribution

parameters.

2. For each EM cycle, compute 77,t) and TT) of Equations 44 and 45, respectively, for each

item i and each quadrature node in the E-step.

3. In the M-step, use the Newton-Raphson iteration to solve EM-likelihood equations for

distribution parameters via Equation 43, and obtain the item parameter estimates by

solving the system of EM-likelihood equations for all item parameters 4) via Equation 42.

4. The EM algorithm stops after convergence criteria are reached.

Note again that the maximization in the M-step can be performed for .0 and separately, and the

maximization for 4 can be performed item by item. If 9 is discrete, then the BAHAF procedure
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is similar to those described by Mislevy and Bock (1985; i.e., the BAM procedure) or Woodruff

and Hanson (1996), where 13 is the vector of discrete probabilities. That is, the quadrature points

and weights are changed to the discrete points and probabilities. One application of BAHAF is

for the one-parameter logistic (Rasch) model. With a Rasch model in which the mean of 0 is set

to zero, BAHAF can be used to estimate the variance of 0 as well as item difficulty parameter

(Mislevy & Bock, 1985; Rigdon & Tsutakawa, 1983).

Therefore, theoretically the Bock-Aitkin procedure (see Equations 40 and 41) is a refor-

mulation of the EM algorithm (see Equation 27) for continuous and discrete 0, and can include

estimation of the 0-distribution parameters. Lewis (1985) had noticed that the Bock-Aitkin pro-

cedure is a special case of the EM algorithm.

Discussion

In this paper, it was shown that the Bock-Aitkin procedure is an instance of EM/MMLE

when 0 is either continuous or discrete. The Bock-Aitkin procedures such as BA1, BA2, and

BAM (see the introduction section) can be thought of as numerical implementation of the EM

algorithm. Consequently, the procedure theoretically inherits the statistical properties of the

EM algorithm. For example, the convergence of the Bock-Aitkin procedure is not guaranteed

theoretically. Even if the procedure does converge, the value it converges to may not be the

MML estimate. To date, among IRT models only the one-parameter logistic model with the

normal 0 distribution has been shown to converge to the MML estimate under the EM algorithm,

assuming that the algorithm converges to a finite value (Tsutakawa, 1985).
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As Bock and Aitkin (1981) pointed out, the M-step of the Bock-Aitkin procedure per-

forms a probit (or logit) analysis on ni and 7fii (see Equations 20 and 21, or 44 and 45). Because

of this connection to the probit/logit analysis, the computation load of EM/MMLE is reduced.

The key points are (a) interchange of integration and summation on the third line of Equation

37 and (b) the formation of n(0)(t) and ri(0)(0, so that the integral is not evaluated for each

examinee for each item at each EM cycle.

The assumption of a continuous 9 should be retained (unless 0 is intended to be dis-

crete). The 0 scale can be discrete, because 0 is unobserved and thus the scale is arbitrary. In

addition, the test length is finite (a test can only be constructed with a finite number of items)

and the number of distinct observed response vectors (or patterns) is finite (for item calibration

the sample size of examinees usually is not large), so the number of ability levels that can be

estimated with response patterns is limited. (Note that examinees with different 0 values can

produce the same response patterns, and different response patterns may be produced by the ex-

aminees with the same 0 values.) However, when 0 is estimated for the individual examinees by

their response patterns, the estimated 0 values may not match those values that were used in the

earlier item calibration. Moreover, the Bock-Aitkin procedure was originally intended to solve

the implementation difficulties of Bock and Lieberman's MML estimation for a continuous 0

scale. Therefore, the assumption of a continuous 0 variable can be adopted. If evaluation of the

integral is desired, then the concern of how many ability values should be used is a question of

how many (quadrature) points are needed for the precision of a numerical integral.

On the other hand, Lewis (1985) agreed with Mislevy and Bock (1985, also see Bock,
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1997) that discrete distributions should be used to approximate continuous ability distributions,

because "without such a simplification, the practical applications of the [EM /]GEM algorithm

would be limited to relatively small samples of persons" (Lewis, p.208). Besides, in the Bock-

Aitkin procedure the probit/logit analysis is linked to the M-step; that is, the complete-data

likelihood is the likelihood of the probit analysis. This is what the interpretations of Ti and 7

(Equations 20 and 21) are based on. Since the number of levels of dosage (stimuli) is finite in

the probit analysis, so is the number of 0 values in the Bock-Aitkin (implementation) procedure.

Although BA1 is described first where Gauss-Hermite quadrature is used, BAM where a discrete

representation is used should be the typical Bock-Aitkin procedure. In other words, the use of

numerical quadrature is a preprocess to obtain a discrete representation. Tsutakawa (1984) men-

tioned that the Bock-Aitkin procedure differs from EM/MMLE by using a discrete representation

with predetermined ability levels. It should be noted that using numerical quadrature to evaluate

the integrals (when there is no closed form to compute the integrals), and using a discrete distri-

bution/representation with a finite number of points to approximate the continuous distribution

are different approaches. Moreover, even the 9 values are not necessarily prespecified, although

the number of 9 levels is prespecified. Bock (1997) mentioned that "if both the probabilities and

the locations of the points are estimated jointly, in the manner of Kiefer and Wolfowitz, the la-

tent distribution is characterized semiparametrically" (p.29). The practical meaning is that to use

BAM we do not need the assumption about the underlying 9 distribution which can be estimated

by BAM, except for the number of 9 levels. Keep in mind that item parameter estimates are with

respect to the sample of examinees. The number of 9 levels affects MML estimation precision,
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but how well this "nonparametric" estimation of the 0 distribution influences MML estimation

may need further study.

Because the Bock-Aitkin procedure is an instance of the EM algorithm, the 0-distribution

parameters can be estimated along with item parameters, as described in the last section. How-

ever, there are two constraints needed to identify the two-parameter logistic model family, which

includes the three-parameter logistic model (Birnbaum, 1968) with the lower asymptote param-

eter fixed (see Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Tsutakawa, 1984, 1985). One way is to set

the mean of 0 to be zero and the variance to be one. If 0 is assumed as discrete with a set of q

predetermined 0 values, then in addition to item parameters, there are q distribution parameters

(i.e., the probabilities associated with each predetermined 0 level) to be estimated subject to two

constraints. The q probabilities can be re-estimated at each EM cycle as described in the above

extended procedure, but the mean and variance should be adjusted to meet the two constraints at

each cycle or after the final cycle. The new transformed 0 values may not be the same as the pre-

determined values. The item parameter estimates also need to be adjusted correspondingly. The

necessity of this re-standardization for identifying item parameters when 0 is discrete has been

questioned by Lewis (1985, p.205). But if both the probabilities and the locations of the points

of a discrete representation are estimated jointly, Bock (1997, p.29) regarded the (underlying) 0

distribution as characterized semiparametrically. On the other hand, if 0, throughout the study,

is assumed to be fixed as N(0, 1), then it is not necessary to use a discrete representation, but

Gauss-Hermite quadrature can be used, and the quadrature points and associated weights do not

need to be changed during the EM iteration, because the 0 distribution is known and fixed.
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The EM algorithm perspective is more flexible than the Bock-Aitkin procedure perspec-

tive. If the quadrature-point technique is adopted, then other kinds of numerical quadrature tech-

niques than Gauss-Hermite quadrature can be considered. Moreover, in addition to the Newton-

Raphson method, other maximization methods can be considered in the M-step.

For some IRT models, the maximization (for example, using the Newton-Raphson itera-

tion) in the M-step may not be attained. When this occurs, a generalized EM algorithm (GEM,

see Equation 25) can be considered.

Whereas the EM algorithm produces MLEs, Dempster et al. (1977) also described a mod-

ification of the EM algorithm for Bayesian modal estimates (for applications of the Bayesian-

approach EM algorithm to IRT see Harwell & Baker, 1991; Mislevy, 1986; Tsutakawa & Lin,

1986). These two algorithms have fundamentally different philosophies of statistical inference

(Lewis, 1985). In the Bayesian approach, item parameters are also treated as random variables

with prior distributions, that is, as a random sample from a large population (item pool) (Rigdon

& Tsutakawa, 1987). In IRT, the Bayesian approach is used, as a numerical tool, to prevent

parameter estimates from becoming indefinitely large (e.g., Mislevy & Bock, 1993) or to con-

trol the parameter estimates within a desired range. The choice of prior distributions for item

parameters is often made in an arbitrary manner. The procedure is for Mislevy's marginalized

Bayesian estimation (see Harwell & Baker, 1991), not MML estimation.
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